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GENERALIZED KUGA-SATAKE THEORY AND GOOD REDUCTION PROPERT IES
OF GALOIS REPRESENTATIONS

STEFAN PATRIKIS

Abstract. In previous work we described when a single geometric representationΓF → H(Qℓ) of
the Galois group of a number fieldF lifts through a central torus quotient̃H → H to a geometric
representation. In this paper we prove a much sharper resultfor systems ofℓ-adic representations,
such as theℓ-adic realizations of a motive overF, having common “good reduction” properties.
Namely, such systems admit geometric lifts with good reduction outside a common finite set of
primes. The method yields new proofs of theorems of Tate (theoriginal result on lifting projective
representations over number fields) and Wintenberger (an analogue of our main result in the case of
a central isogenỹH → H).

1. Introduction

Let F be a number field, and letΓF = Gal(F/F) be its absolute Galois group with respect to a
fixed algebraic closureF. A fundamental theorem of Tate ([Ser77,§6]) asserts thatH2(ΓF ,Q/Z)
vanishes; as a result, all (continuous,ℓ-adic) projective representations ofΓF lift to genuine repre-
sentations, and more generally, wheneverH̃ → H is a surjection of linear algebraic groups overQℓ
with kernel equal to a central torus iñH, all representationsρℓ : ΓF → H(Qℓ) lift to H̃(Qℓ).

Theℓ-adic representations of greatest interest in number theory are those with conjectural con-
nections to the theories of motives and automorphic forms; if the monodromy group ofρℓ is
semi-simple, then it is expected–by conjectures of Fontaine-Mazur, Tate, Grothendieck-Serre, and
Langlands–that theρℓ arising from pure motives or automorphic forms are precisely those that are
geometric in the sense of Fontaine-Mazur, i.e. unramified outside a finite set of places ofF, and de
Rham at all places dividingℓ. The paper [Pat12] established a variant of Tate’s lifting theorem for
such geometric Galois representations. There are subtleties whenF has real embeddings, but at
least for totally imaginaryF, any geometricρℓ : ΓF → H(Qℓ) satisfying a natural “Hodge symme-
try” requirement will admit a geometric lift ˜ρℓ : ΓF → H̃(Qℓ) (see [Pat12, Theorem 3.2.10]). This
geometric lifting theorem leads to a precise expectation for the corresponding lifting problem for
motivic Galois representations. Namely, ifGF,E denotes the motivic Galois group for pure motives
over F with coefficients in a number fieldE–we will make this set-up precise in§2, but for now
the reader may take homological motives under the Standard Conjectures–and if̃H → H is now
a surjection of groups overE with central torus kernel, then we conjecture ([Pat12, Conjecture
4.3.1]) that any motivic Galois representationρ : GF,E → H lifts to H̃, at least after some finite
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extension of coefficients:
H̃E

��

GF,E
ρ⊗EE

//

ρ̃
==④

④
④

④

HE.

There is essentially one classical example (with several variants) of this conjecture, a well-
known construction of Kuga and Satake ([KS67]), which associates to a complex, for our purposes
projective, K3 surfaceX a complex abelian varietyKS(X), related by an inclusion of Hodge-
structuresH2(X,Q) ⊂ H1(KS(X),Q)⊗2. In the motivic Galois language, findingKS(X) amounts
(whenF = C) to finding a lift ρ̃ of the representationρX : GC,Q → H = SO(H2(X)(1)), through the
surjectionH̃ = GSpin(H2(X)(1)) → H. Progress on the general conjecture, when the motives in
question do not lie in the Tannakian sub-category of motivesgenerated by abelian varieties, seems
to require entirely new ideas.1

The aim of this paper is to establish a Galois-theoretic result which is necessary for this con-
jecture to hold, but considerably more delicate than the basic geometric lifting theorem of [Pat12,
Theorem 3.2.10]. Namely, any motiveM overF has good reduction outside a finite set of primes:
for any choice of varietyX in whose cohomologyM appears,X spreads out as a smooth projective
scheme overOF[1/N] for some integerN. In particular, by the base-change theorems of étale co-
homology ([Del77]) and the crystallinep-adic comparison isomorphism ([Fal89]), for any motivic
Galois representationρ : GF,E → H, theλ-adic realizationsρλ : ΓF → H(Eλ) havegood reduction
outside a finite set of primesS, in the sense (also see Definition 3.1) that eachρλ factors through
ΓF,S∪Sλ and is crystalline at all places ofSλ \ (Sλ ∩ S): hereSλ denotes the primes ofF with the
same residue characteristic asλ, andΓF,S∪Sλ is the Galois group of the maximal extension ofF
insideF that is unramified outside ofS ∪ Sλ. Certainly a necessary condition for the generalized
Kuga-Satake conjecture to hold is that the realizations{ρλ}λ of ρ should lift to geometric repre-
sentations ˜ρλ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) that likewise have good reduction outside a common finite set of
placesP. This is what we will show, as a consequence of a more general result, whose precise
statement we postpone until Theorem 3.3 (and for the multiplicative-type case, Corollaries 3.20
and 3.22). Here is the application in the motivic setting:

Corollary 1.1. Let F be a totally imaginary number field, let E be a number field, and letGF,E

denote the motivic Galois group, defined by André’s motivated cycles, of pure motives over F with
coefficients in E (see§2). Let H̃ → H be a surjection of linear algebraic groups over E whose
kernel is a central torus iñH, and letρ : GF,E → H be any motivic Galois representation, with
associatedλ-adic realizationsρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ) for some finite set S of places of F. Then
there exist a finite, independent ofλ, set P⊃ S of places of F and, for allλ, lifts

H̃(Eλ)

��

ΓF,P∪Sλ ρλ
//

ρ̃λ

::✈
✈

✈
✈

✈

H(Eλ)

such that each̃ρλ is de Rham at all places in Sλ, and is moreover crystalline at all places in
Sλ \ (Sλ ∩ P).

1For some, admittedly limited, examples, see [Pat] and [Pat14a].
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Now suppose H′ → H is a surjection of linear algebraic groups whose kernel is central but
of arbitrary multiplicative type, and letρ : GF,E → H again be a motivic Galois representation.
Assume that the labeled Hodge co-characters ofρ (see Definition 2.1) lift to H′. Then there exist a
finite set P⊃ S of places of F, a finite extension F′/F, and, for allλ, lifts

H′(Eλ)

��

ΓF′ ,P∪Sλ ρλ|ΓF′

//

ρ̃λ

::✉
✉

✉
✉

✉

H(Eλ)

such thatρ̃λ is de Rham at all places above Sλ, and is moreover crystalline at all places above
Sλ \ (Sλ ∩ P).

Remark1.2. All results of this paper, once we take into account the caveat of [Pat12,§2.8] (see too
[Pat14b, Proposition 5.5]), admit straightforward variants whenF has real places. Thus for real
F, the analogue of Corollary 1.1 either holds exactly as written, or after replacingF by any totally
imaginary (eg, composite with a quadratic imaginary) extension. We do not want to discuss this
at any length here, but we simply remind the reader that the prototypical example in whichF is
totally real, and Corollary 1.1 fails as stated, is that of the projective motivic Galois representation
associated to amixed-parityHilbert modular form.

The isogeny case of this theorem (Corollary 3.20) is a beautiful result of Wintenberger ([Win95,
Théorème 2.1.4, Théorème 2.1.7]), and we note here thatthe finite base-changeF′/F may in
that case be necessary: consider for instance the projectivization of the Tate module of an elliptic
curve overQ, where the PGL2-valued Galois representation only lifts to SL2 after a finite base-
change (over which theℓ-adic cyclotomic character acquires a square root). Our problem resembles
Wintenberger’s in that both lead to a basic difficulty of annihilating cohomological obstruction
classes in infinitely many Galois cohomology groups, one foreachλ, but needing to do so in an
“independent-of-λ” fashion. The arguments themselves, however, are in fact orthogonal to one
another: Wintenberger always kills cohomology by making a finite base-change onF, whereas
that is precisely what we are forbidden from doing if we want the more precise results of Corollary
1.1. In fact, our theorem in the case of central torus quotients readily implies Wintenberger’s main
theorem (and its generalization to quotients of multiplicative type; see§3.2); and our arguments
also yield a novel proof of Tate’s original vanishing theorem (see Corollary 3.12). In fact, Corollary
3.12 establishes a more precise form of Tate’s theorem: the latter of course shows that the image
under the canonical mapH2(ΓF,S,Z/N)→ H2(ΓF ,Q/Z) is zero, and our refinement quantifies how
much additional ramification must be added, and how much the coefficients must be enlarged, in
order to annihilateH2(ΓF,S,Z/N). Our arguments thus achieve, from scratch, a satisfying common
generalization of the theorems of Wintenberger and Tate.

In Corollaries 3.16 and 3.18, we give a couple of applications to lifting λ-adic realizations such
that the associated “similitude characters” (eg, determinant or Clifford norm) of the lifts form
strongly-compatible systems. Note that even in the case of the classical Kuga-Satake construction,
this compatibility is only achieved as a consequence of having an arithmetic descent of the (Hodge-
theoretically defined) Kuga-Satake abelian variety; such adescent depends on the deformation
theory of K3 surfaces and monodromy arguments (due to Deligne and André: see [Del72] and
[And96a]).
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Finally, let us emphasize what we donot prove. The realizations{ρλ}λ of ρ should moreover
form a weakly-compatible system of Galois representationsin the sense that the conjugacy class
of ρλ( f rv) is defined overE and is suitably independent ofλ (for v outsideS∪Sλ), and in turn one
would hope to construct lifts ˜ρλ with the same frobenius compatibility. This problem seems to be
out of reach: I know of no way to establish such results using only Galois-theoretic techniques, al-
though indeed they would follow (assuming the Standard Conjectures) from the generalized Kuga-
Satake conjecture.2

1.1. Notation. For a number fieldF, we fix an algebraic closureF and setΓF = Gal(F/F). For
a finite set of placesS of F, we let F(S) denote the maximal extension ofF inside F that is
unramified outside ofS, and then we setΓF,S = Gal(F(S)/F). We denote the ring ofS-integers in
F byOF [ 1

S ]. We also setFS =
∏

v∈S Fv. If L is a finite extension ofF (insideF), we then abusively
continue to writeS for the set of all places ofL above those inS, with corresponding notation
L(S), ΓL,S, etc.

2. Hodge symmetry

In this section we establish a motivic setting in which our general Galois-theoretic results apply;
this setting will both serve as motivation for subsequent sections and allow us to deduce Corollary
1.1 from our main Theorem 3.14 (and Corollary 3.22). Rather than working with (pure) homolog-
ical motives and assuming the Standard Conjectures, we workwith a category of motives that is
unconditionally semi-simple and Tannakian–and in which wecan prove unconditional results–but
that would, under the Standard Conjectures, turn out to be equivalent to the category of homo-
logical motives. Namely, letMF,E denote André’s category of motivated motives overF with
coefficients inE (see [And96b]). We begin by elaborating on the consequencesof Hodge sym-
metry inMF,E. Throughout this discussion, it will be convenient to fix embeddingsτ0 : F ֒→ E
andι∞ : E ֒→ C. The compositeι∞τ0 : F ֒→ C yields a Betti fiber functorHι∞τ0 : MF,E → VectE,
makingMF,E into a neutral Tannakian category overE. We denote byG = GB(ι∞τ0) the associated
Tannakian group (tensor automorphisms of the fiber functor), so thatHι∞τ0 induces an equivalence
of tensor categoriesMF,E

∼
−→ Rep(G).

We will consider other cohomological realizations onMF,E, and their comparisons with the Betti
fiber functor. LetHdR: MF,E → FilF⊗QE denote the de Rham realization, taking values in filtered
F⊗QE-modules; and for each placeλ of E, let Hλ denote theλ-adic realization, which takes values
in finite Eλ-modules with a continuous action ofΓF. For all embeddingsτ : F ֒→ E, we obtain an
E-valued fiber functor

ωdR,τ : M 7→ gr• (eτHdR(M)) ,

whereeτ is the idempotent induced byτ ⊗ 1: F ⊗Q E → E. Let GdR(τ) = Aut⊗(ωdR,τ) be the
associated Tannakian group overE. Of course this fiber functor factors through the category GrE

of gradedE-vector spaces,
MF,E

##❍
❍❍

❍❍
❍❍

❍

// GrE

{{①①
①①
①①
①①
①

VectE,

2Alternatively, it is possible to establish results of this nature in settings whereρλ andρ̃λ are constructed as auto-
morphic Galois representations.
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so we obtain a corresponding homomorphismµτ : Gm,E → GdR(τ). Without specifyingτ, we obtain
a fiber functor (see [DM11,§3]) ωdR = gr• HdR onMF,E valued in projectiveF ⊗Q E-modules. By
[DM11, Theorem 3.2], the functor Hom⊗(Hι∞τ0, ωdR) is aG-torsor overF ⊗Q E. In particular, for
all τ : F ֒→ E, we can choose a point of Hom⊗(Hι∞τ0 ⊗E E, ωdR,τ) to induce a co-characterµτ of
GE; and the conjugacy class [µτ] of µτ is independent of this choice.

Definition 2.1. For eachτ : F ֒→ E, we call anyµτ : Gm,E → GE as above aτ-labeled Hodge
co-character; it is a representative of the conjugacy classof co-characters [µτ], the latter being
canonically independent of any of the above choices of isomorphisms of fiber functors.

Next we observe:

Lemma 2.2.For all σ ∈ Gal(E/E), [µτ] = [µστ]. In particular, [µτ] only depends on the restriction
of τ to the maximal CM (or totally real) subfield Fcm of F.

Proof. We decomposeF ⊗Q E =
∏

i Ei into a product of fields, writingpi for the projection onto
Ei. Any E-algebra homomorphismτ : F ⊗Q E→ E factors throughpi(τ) for a uniquei(τ), and then
the Gal(E/E)-orbit of τ is precisely thoseE-algebra homomorphisms (i.e., embeddingsF ֒→ E)
τ′ : F ⊗Q E → E such thati(τ) = i(τ′). The first claim follows, since bothωdR,τ andωdR,στ can be
factored throughpi(τ) ◦ ωdR. The second claim follows from the first, and the fact that allmotives
arise by scalar extension from motives with coefficients in CM (or totally real) fields: see [Pat12,
Lemma 4.1.22]. �

Next note that the canonical weight-grading onMF,E induces acentralweight homomorphism

ω : Gm,E → G,

and likewise for any other choice of fiber functor and Tannakian group (becauseω is central, it
is in fact canonically independent of any choice of isomorphism between fiber functors). Hodge
symmetry then results from the complex conjugation action on Betti cohomology, interpreted via
the Betti-de Rham comparison isomorphism, which is a distinguishedC-point of Hom⊗(ωdR,τ⊗E,ι∞
C,Hι∞τ ⊗E,ι∞ C). Namely, complex conjugation on complex-analytic spacesinduces (see [Pat12,
Lemma 4.1.24]) natural isomorphisms (without restrictingto particular graded pieces for the weight
and Hodge filtrations, these are isomorphisms of fiber functors overC)

(1) grp
(
eτH

w
dR(M)

)
⊗E,ι∞

C
∼
−→ grw−p

(
ecτH

w
dR(M) ⊗E,ι∞

C
)
,

wherec ∈ Aut(E) is the choice of complex conjugation for whichι∞τ = ι∞cτ. We deduce the
following relation:

Lemma 2.3. For any embeddingτ : F ֒→ E, and any choice of complex conjugation c∈ Aut(E),
the conjugacy classes of co-characters[µτ] and[µcτ] satisfy

[µτ] = ω · [µ
−1
cτ ],

where recallω is the weight co-character.

Proof. For the choice of complex conjugation specified byι∞τ = ι∞cτ, the relation [µτ] = ω · [µ−1
cτ ]

follows, after base-extensionι∞ : E → C, from Equation (1) above; but this relation necessarily
descends toE, since the conjugacy classes of co-characters are defined over any algebraically
closed sub-field ofC. It only remains to observe that [µcτ] is independent of the choice of complex
conjugation onE. This follows from the second assertion of Lemma 2.2. �
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The comparison isomorphisms ofp-adic Hodge theory then imply that the analogue of Lemma
2.3 also holds for the associated Hodge-Tate co-characters. For any placeλ of E, fix an algebraic
closureEλ. Embeddingsτ : F ֒→ E and ιλ : E ֒→ Eλ then induceτιλ : Fv ֒→ Eλ for a suitable
placev of F of the same residue characteristicp asλ. Meanwhile, the restriction toΓFv of the
λ-adic realization induces

(2) MF,E

Hλ |ΓFv
// RepdR

Eλ (ΓFv)
DdR

// FilFv⊗QpEλ

eτιλ
// FilEλ

gr
// GrEλ

// VectEλ
,

whereDdR: RepdR
Eλ (ΓFv) → FilFv⊗QpEλ denotes Fontaine’s functor restricted to the category of de

Rham representations. (Here we have invoked Faltings’p-adic de Rham comparison isomorphism
from [Fal89], and the fact–already noted by André in [And96b]–that it extends to a comparison
isomorphism on all ofMF,E; for details of the latter point, see [Pat12, Lemma 4.1.25].) Of course,
RepdR

Eλ (ΓFv) also has its standard forgetful fiber functor (let us sayEλ-valued), yielding a Tan-
nakian groupΓdR

v,λ for de RhamΓFv-representations overEλ; by choosing an isomorphism between

the two Eλ-valued fiber functors on RepdR
Eλ(ΓFv), we obtain a canonical conjugacy class (recall

[DM11, Theorem 3.2]) of “τιλ-labelled Hodge-Tate co-characters” [µτιλ ] of ΓdR
v,λ. Specializing, this

construction defines the labelled Hodge-Tate co-characters of any de Rham Galois representation
ρ : ΓFv → H(Eλ), for any affine algebraic groupH overEλ.

To relate theτιλ-labelled Hodge-Tate co-characters in the motivic settingto the Hodge co-
characters previously discussed, note that the de Rham comparison isomorphism ([Fal89]) yields
a natural isomorphism of tensor functorsMF,E → GrEλ ,

gr
(
eτ

(
HdR(M) ⊗E E

)
⊗E,ιλ

Eλ

)
� gr

(
eτιλ

(
DdR(Hλ(M)|ΓFv

) ⊗Eλ Eλ

))
.

We deduce:

Corollary 2.4. For any embeddingτ : F ֒→ E, and any embeddingιλ : E ֒→ Eλ, there is an
equality of conjugacy classes

[µτ ⊗E,ιλ
Eλ] = [µτιλ ].

In particular, for all λ, and for all E-embeddingsιλ : E ֒→ Eλ, the conjugacy classes[µτιλ ] are
independent of(λ, ιλ) when regarded as valued in the common groupGE.

3. Lifting

In this section we prove our main results, all of which will follow from Theorem 3.3, stated at
the end of this subsection. First we recall the setting and formalize some terminology. For a place
λ of E, letSλ denote the set of places ofF with the same residue characteristic asλ. Let H̃ → H be
a surjection of linear algebraic groups overE whose kernel is a central torus iñH; eventually we
will also consider the case of a central kernel of multiplicative type (eg, a central isogeny), but the
discussion in that case will be a straightforward consequence of the torus case. For convenience in
formulating our results, we introduce some (non-standard)terminology:

Definition 3.1. A collection{ρλ : ΓF → H(Eλ)}λ, asλ varies over finite places ofE, of geometric
Galois representations isramification-compatibleif there exist

(1) a finite setS of places ofF such that eachρλ is unramified outside ofS ∪ Sλ, i.e. factors
through

ρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ),
6



and forv in Sλ but not inS, ρλ|ΓFv
is crystalline; and

(2) a central co-characterω : Gm,E → H and a collection of conjugacy classes
{
[µτ : Gm,E → HE]

}
τ : F֒→E

satisfying [µτ] = ω · [µ−1
cτ ] for any choice of complex conjugationc ∈ Gal(E/Q), such that

for all E-embeddingsιλ : E ֒→ Eλ, inducing viaτ someτιλ : Fv ֒→ Eλ, the conjugacy
class [µτ ⊗E,ιλ

Eλ] is equal to the conjugacy class ofτιλ-labelled Hodge-Tate co-characters
associated toρλ|ΓFv

.

If a single representationρλ satisfies the condition in item (1), we will sayρλ has good reduction
outside S.

Remark3.2. • Note that theρλ need not be ‘compatible’ in the usual sense (frobenii acting
compatibly): if the “coefficients” of theρλ are bounded in a rather strong sense–there exists
a common number field over which their frobenius characteristic polynomials are defined–
one expects that our collection ofρλ should partition (dividing up theλ’s) into finitely many
compatible systems.3

• The Hodge symmetry requirement of part (2) of Definition 3.1 is not the most general
constraint that pertains to a compatible system ofℓ-adic representations. It is a natural
condition coming from algebraic geometry, as we saw in Lemma2.3, but note that there
the ambient group was always taken to be the motivic Galois groupGρ of the given motivic
Galois representationρ, and not some larger group. But there may be compatible systems
(of motivic origin) where the criterion in part (2) of Definition 3.1 fails; for example,
considerρℓ : ΓQ → PGL3(Qℓ) given by the projectivization ofκℓ⊕1⊕1, withκℓ denoting the
ℓ-adic cyclotomic character. The relation [µτ] = ω · [µ−1

cτ ] implies in this case [µτ] = [µ−1
τ ],

which is false. A way around this is given in [Pat12,§3.2], where the Hodge symmetry
hypothesis is formulated in a way that conjecturally holds for any geometric representation
ρℓ : ΓF → H(Qℓ), regardless of its (reductive) algebraic monodromy group. The proof of
[Pat12, Theorem 3.2.10] thus requires a slightly trickier group-theoretic argument than the
one we require here. We have opted in this paper to keep the simpler condition (2) above,
so as to focus on what is new in the arguments, and because of its obvious centrality from
a motivic point of view (in particular, its sufficiency for Corollary 1.1).

In the introduction we stated a particularly palatable corollary of the main result of this paper.
We now state the main result precisely and take a moment to explain what is gained in the more
general phrasing:

Theorem 3.3. Let E be a number field, and let̃H → H be a surjection of linear algebraic groups
over E with kernel equal to a central torus iñH. Let F be a totally imaginary number field, and
let S be a finite set of places of F containing the archimedean places. Fix a set of co-characters
{µτ}τ : F֒→E as in part (2) of Definition 3.1. Then there exists a finite set of places P⊃ S such that
for any placeλ of E, any embeddingιλ : E ֒→ Eλ, and any geometric representationρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ →

H(Eλ) such that

3To see the relevance of bounding the coefficients, the reader may contrast the case of elliptic curves (overQ, say)
unramified outsideS with that of all weight-two modular forms unramified outsideS: of the former there are finitely
many isogeny classes, since the conductor is bounded, whereas the latter can have level divisible by arbitrarily high
powers of the primes inS.
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• ρλ has good reduction outside S ; and
• the conjugacy classes of labelled Hodge-Tate co-characters ofρλ are induced viaιλ from
{µτ}τ : F֒→E,

the representationρλ admits a geometric lift̃ρλ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) having good reduction outside
P.

If {ρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ)}λ is a ramification-compatible system, then there exist a finite set of
places P⊃ S and liftsρ̃λ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) such that{ρ̃λ}λ is a ramification-compatible system.

The proof of this theorem is completed in Theorem 3.14. The typical application of this theorem
would be to the collection of Galois representations{ρλ}λ associated to a motivic Galois representa-
tion ρ : GF,E → H, and indeed (the torus quotient case of) Corollary 1.1 of theIntroduction follows
immediately (using Lemma 2.3). But even admitting a strong finiteness conjecture, that there are
finitely many isomorphism classes of suchρ, having coefficients inE, prescribed Hodge-Tate co-
characters, and good reduction outside a fixed finite setS, this theorem still says rather more,
since even for fixedλ it applies to infinitely many distinctρλ simultaneously (because we have not
bounded the coefficients: recall the example of modular forms of weight two whose nebentypus
characters have unbounded conductor, even though supported on the fixed finite setS of primes).

For the sake of this additional generality, I will always state results in the form of Theorem 3.3,
with the most general version followed by the application toramification-compatible systems (and
therefore toλ-adic realizations of motivic Galois representations).

3.1. Torus quotients. In this subsection we prove Theorem 3.3. We begin in the next few para-
graphs by gathering together all of the “independent ofλ andρλ” data, and the auxiliary construc-
tions we make on top of this data. Fix as in the statement of Theorem 3.3 a totally imaginary
field F (see Remark 1.2), a finite set of placesS of F containing the infinite places, a number
field E, and a surjectioñH → H of linear algebraic groups overE whose kernel is a central torus,
which we denote byC∨. (We will without comment also writeC∨ for the base-change to various
algebraically-closed fields containingE.) Next fix an isogeny-complementH1 of C∨ in H̃ (for
existence of suchH1, see [Con11, Proposition 5.3, Step 1]): thusH1 · C∨ = H̃, andH1 ∩ C∨ is
finite. For technical reasons, we will later want to include all primes dividing #(H1 ∩ C∨)(E) in
the set of bad primesS; this will be indicated at the necessary point (see the discussion following
Lemma 3.8), but it does no harm simply to add these primes toS from now. Consider the quotient
mapν : H̃ → H̃/H1; Z̃∨ = H̃/H1 is a torus, and there is an isogenyC∨ → Z̃∨, with kernelC∨ ∩H1.
Fix a split torus̃Z overF whose dual group (constructed overE) is isomorphic tõZ∨ ⊗E E, and fix
such an identification (implicit from now on).

Fix a set of co-characters{µτ : Gm,E → HE}τ : F֒→E, and a central co-characterω : Gm,E → HE,
satisfying the Hodge symmetry requirement of item (2) of Definition 3.1. Denote byFcm the
maximal CM subfield ofF. The condition in Definition 3.1 implies that the co-characterµτ depends
only on the restriction ofτ to Fcm; we denote this restriction byτcm: Fcm ֒→ E. We fix a set of
representativesI of Hom(Fcm,E) modulo complex conjugation, and for eachσ ∈ I , we fix a lift µ̃σ
to H̃ of µσ, as well as a (central) lift̃ω of ω. Note that this is possible, becauseC∨ is a torus. If
τ : F ֒→ E restricts to aσ ∈ I , we then set̃µτ = µ̃σ; if not, thencτ : F ֒→ E restricts to aσ ∈ I ,
and we then set̃µτ = ω̃µ̃σ

−1.

Lemma 3.4. Fix once and for all an embeddingι∞ : E ֒→ C. There exists an algebraic automor-
phic representationψ of Z̃(AF) such that for allτ : F ֒→ E, inducingτι∞ : Fv ֒→ C by composition

8



with ι∞, the local componentψv : F×v → C
× is given by

ψv(z) = τι∞(z)ν◦µ̃ττι∞(z)ν◦µ̃cτ.

(Recall thatν is the quotient̃H → Z̃∨.)

Proof. We readily reduce to the casẽZ = Gm, where it follows from the description, due to Weil, of
the possible archimedean components of algebraic Hecke characters (see [Wei56]). (This is where
Hodge-symmetry is required.) �

From now on we fix such aψ, and we letT denote the finite set of places ofF such thatψ is
unramified outsideT. For any embeddingιλ : E ֒→ Eλ, we can then consider theλ-adic realization4

ψιλ : ΓF,T∪Sλ → Z̃∨(Eλ).

Eachψιλ is a geometric Galois representation, with good reduction outsideT, and for anyτ : F ֒→

E, inducingτιλ : Fv ֒→ Eλ, the Hodge-Tate co-character ofψιλ associated toτιλ is ν ◦ µ̃τ ⊗E,ιλ
Eλ.

Now we consider any geometric representation

ρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ)

having good reduction outsideS, along with an embeddingιλ : E ֒→ Eλ such that the Hodge-Tate
co-characters ofρλ arise from the collection{µτ : Gm,E → HE}τ : F֒→E via ιλ. Because the kernel of
H̃ → H is a central torus, a fundamental theorem of Tate ([Ser77,§6]) ensures in this case thatρλ,
as a representation ofΓF , lifts to H̃. As we will see, our arguments in fact imply Tate’s theorem
(Corollary 3.12), so we do not need to assume it in what follows.

We can define an obstruction classO(ρλ) to lifting ρλ to a continuous representationΓF,S∪Sλ →

H1(Eλ) in the usual way: choose a topological (but not group-theoretic) lift ρ′
λ
, and then form the

2-cocycle (g, h) 7→ ρ′
λ
(gh)ρ′

λ
(h)−1ρ′

λ
(g)−1, defining

O(ρλ) ∈ H2(ΓF,S∪Sλ ,H1 ∩C∨).

Here and in what follows, we simply writeH1 ∩C∨ for theEλ-points of this finite group scheme.

Remark3.5. Here lies the essential difficulty to be overcome: while Tate’s theorem allows us to
annihilate the cohomology classesO(ρλ)–after allowing some additional ramification and enlarging
the subgroupH1 ∩ C∨ of C∨–we have to carry out this annihilation in a way that is independent
of λ, and moreover for fixedλ independent ofρλ. Simultaneous annihilation of theO(ρλ) using
only a uniform, finite enlargement of the allowable ramification set and of the subgroup ofC∨ in
fact does not seem to be possible: we will as a first step have todefine modified versions of these
obstruction classes that take into account the Hodge numbers ofψ.

Before proceeding, we reinterpret the obstructionO(ρλ) (we will only use the local version of
what follows; in particular, the arguments of the present section depend only on the local version
of Tate’s theorem, which is an almost immediate consequenceof local duality):

Lemma 3.6. Let v be a finite place of F, and suppose thatρ̃λ : ΓFv → H̃(Eλ) is any continuous
homomorphism liftingρλ|ΓFv

. ThenO(ρλ)|ΓFv
is equal to the inverse ofO(ν ◦ ρ̃λ), the obstruction

associated to liftingν ◦ ρ̃λ : ΓFv → Z̃∨(Eλ) to C∨. (The same holds if we replaceΓFv byΓF, but we
do not require this.)

4To be precise, this depends onι∞ andιλ; but ι∞ is fixed throughout the paper.
9



Proof. Before beginning the proof proper, we make precise our convention for co-boundary maps:
theinverseappearing in the conclusion of the lemma is crucial, and it iseasy to get confused if one
is not careful with the definitions. LetΓ be a group andM a (for simplicity) trivialΓ-module. For
a functionα : Γn → M, set

δ(α)(g1, . . . , gn+1) = α(g2, . . . , gn) +
n∑

i=1

(−1)iα(g1, . . . , gigi+1, . . . , gn+1) + (−1)n+1α(g1, . . . , gn).

For n = 1, this saysδ(α)(g, h) = α(h)α(gh)−1α(g), and in the situation considered above (g, h) 7→
ρ′
λ
(gh)ρ′

λ
(h)−1ρ′

λ
(g)−1 is in fact a 2-cocycle.

Tate’s theorem implies that, for large enoughM, the image ofO(ρλ) in H2(ΓFv,C
∨[M]) vanishes,

i.e. O(ρλ) = δ(φ) for someφ : ΓFv → C∨[M]. The productρ′λ · φ is then a homomorphism
ΓFv → (H1 ·C∨[M])(Eλ) lifting ρλ; we set ˜ρλ = ρ′λ · φ. Clearlyν ◦ ρ̃λ = ν ◦ φ, and thenO(ν ◦ ρ̃λ) is
(tautologically) represented by the co-cycle (g, h) 7→ φ(gh)φ(h)−1φ(g)−1, i.e. byδ(φ)−1 = O(ρλ)−1 ∈

Z2(ΓF ,H1 ∩ C∨).5 This proves the claim for our particular lift ˜ρλ, but any other lift ˜ρ1
λ

gives rise
to the same obstructionO(ν ◦ ρ̃1

λ
). (The global claim holds for the same reasons, if we admit the

global version of Tate’s theorem.) �

To address the difficulty indicated in Remark 3.5, we begin by using the abelian representations
coming fromψ to construct a second obstruction class. Namely, consider the realizationψιλ , which
for notational simplicity from now on we simply denote byψλ. The automorphic representationψ
is unramified outside the finite set of placesT of F, soψλ is a geometric representationΓF,T∪Sλ →

Z̃∨(Eλ), which has good reduction outsideT (i.e. is crystalline at primes ofSλ not in T). Via the
isogenyC∨ → Z̃∨, we can then form a cohomology class measuring the obstruction to liftingψλ to
C∨: let ψ′

λ
denote a topological liftΓF,T∪Sλ → C∨(Eλ), defining as before a cohomology class

O(ψλ) ∈ H2(ΓF,T∪Sλ ,H1 ∩C∨).

We can in turn define (via inflation) a cohomology class

O(ρλ, ψλ) = O(ρλ) · O(ψλ) ∈ H2(ΓF,S∪T∪Sλ ,H1 ∩C∨),

which is represented by the 2-cocycle (recall thatC∨ is central inH̃)

(g, h) 7→ (ρ′λ · ψ
′
λ)(gh)(ρ′λ · ψ

′
λ)(h)−1(ρ′λ · ψ

′
λ)(g)−1.

(Note, however, that the functiong 7→ (ρ′
λ
· ψ′

λ
)(g) is valued inH̃, not inH1.)

We need one more lemma before getting to the crucial local result (Lemma 3.8 below)

Lemma 3.7. For all places v∈ Sλ, and for any choice of embeddingιλ : E ֒→ Eλ, there exists a
de Rham lift

H̃(Eλ)

��

ΓFv ρλ
//

ρ̃λ

<<③
③

③
③

③

H(Eλ)

5Note thatφ is valued inC∨[M], not H1 ∩C∨, soδ(φ) need not be a co-boundary inZ2(ΓFv ,H1 ∩C∨).
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of ρλ|ΓFv
such that for all embeddingsτλ : Fv ֒→ Eλ, theτλ-labeled Hodge-Tate co-character ofρ̃λ

is (conjugate to)̃µτ ⊗E,ιλ Eλ, whereτ : F ֒→ E is defined by the diagram

Fv
τλ

// Eλ

F

OO

τ
// E.

ιλ

OO

Moreover, ifρλ is crystalline, theñρλ may be taken to be crystalline.

Proof. For eachτλ : Fv ֒→ Eλ, set for notational simplicitỹµτλ = µ̃τ⊗E,ιλ
Eλ, whereτ is determined

as in the diagram, and wherẽµτ is the lift of µτ we have fixed above. The proof of [Pat12, Corollary
3.2.12] shows that for any collection of co-characters lifting the Hodge co-characters ofρλ, and in
particular for our̃µτλ , there exists a Hodge-Tate lift ˜ρλ : ΓFv → H̃(Eλ) whoseτλ-labeled Hodge-Tate
co-character is̃µτλ . Now consider the isogeny lifting problem

H̃(Eλ)

��

ΓFv (ρλ,ν(ρ̃λ))
//

66❧
❧

❧
❧

❧
❧

❧
❧

❧
H(Eλ) × Z̃∨(Eλ).

Since (ρλ, ν(ρ̃λ)) admits a Hodge-Tate lift (namely, ˜ρλ), and is itself de Rham (ρλ is de Rham
by assumption, and any abelian Hodge-Tate representation is de Rham), we can apply [Con11,
Corollary 6.7] to deduce the existence of a de Rham lift ˜ρ′

λ
, which clearly has the same Hodge-Tate

co-characters as ˜ρλ, since they differ by a finite-order twist. If we further assumeρλ is crystalline,
then we need only a minor modification to this argument: some powerν(ρ̃λ)d is crystalline, so if
we instead consider the problem of lifting the crystalline representation (ρλ, [d]ν(ρ̃λ)) through the
composite isogeny

H̃ → H × Z̃∨
id×[d]
−−−−→ H × Z̃∨,

then again [Con11, Corollary 6.7] applies to produce a crystalline lift of ρλ with the desired Hodge-
Tate co-characters. �

Here is the key lemma:

Lemma 3.8. For any place v∈ Sλ not belonging to the finite set S∪T, the restrictionO(ρλ, ψλ)|ΓFv

is trivial.

Proof. Under the assumption onv, bothρλ andψλ are crystalline atv; assume this from now on.
Lemma 3.7 above shows thatρλ|ΓFv

admits a crystalline lift ˜ρλ : ΓFv → H̃(Eλ) such thatν ◦ ρ̃λ has
the same (labeled) Hodge-Tate co-characters asψλ|ΓFv

. Since they are both crystalline, it follows
(see [CCO14, 3.9.7 Corollary]) that (ν ◦ ρ̃λ) · ψ−1

λ
|ΓFv

is unramified; this is an elaboration of the
familiar fact that a crystalline character whose Hodge-Tate weights are zero must be unramified.
In particular, replacing the initial lift ˜ρλ|ΓFv

by an unramified twist, we may assumeν ◦ ρ̃λ = ψλ as
homomorphismsΓFv → Z̃∨(Eλ). But recall that Lemma 3.6 implies thatO(ρλ) = O(ν ◦ ρ̃λ)−1, so
we deduce thatO(ρλ) · O(ψλ)|ΓFv

is trivial. �

Since the set of placesS ∪ T is finite, by the local version of Tate’s theorem, the vanishing of
H2(ΓFv,Q/Z) for all placesv of F, we may enlargeH1 ∪C∨ to someC∨[m] inside the torusC∨ so
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as to kill the image ofH2(ΓFv,H1 ∩C∨) → H2(ΓFv,C
∨[m]) for all v ∈ S ∪ T. (We emphasize that

monly depends on the set of placesS∪ T of F and the finite groupH1 ∩C∨.) It follows then from
Lemma 3.8 that ifλ does not belong toS ∪ T, thenO(ρλ, ψλ) in fact belongs to

X
2
S∪T∪Sλ(F,C

∨[m]) = ker

H
2(ΓF,S∪T∪Sλ ,C

∨[m]) →
⊕

v∈S∪T∪Sλ

H2(ΓFv,C
∨[m])

 .

We can moreover guarantee that this holds regardless ofλ by an additional finite enlargement
of m (since the number of exceptionalλ is finite). Moreover, by (if necessary) including the
primes dividing #(H1 ∩ C∨) in S ∪ T, we can assume thatm is divisible only by primes inS ∪ T.
(Note that inflation to allow additional primes of ramification still has image in the corresponding
Shafarevich-Tate group, sinceΓFv/IFv has cohomological dimension one for all finite placesv.)
Thus, after these uniform enlargements ofm andS ∪ T (which we do not reflect in the notation),
we haveO(ρλ, ψλ) ∈X2

S∪T∪Sλ
(F,C∨[m]).

We are now in a position to apply global duality to analyze thecohomology groupX2
S∪T∪Sλ

(F,C∨[m]).
We will need, however, to allow still more primes of ramification in order to kill the classO(ρλ, ψλ);
the following crucial lemma allows us to do this in a way that does not depend onλ, but before
stating the lemma, we have to recall the Grünwald-Wang theorem (somewhat specialized):

Theorem 3.9(Grünwald-Wang; see Theorem X.1 of [AT90]). Let F be a number field, and let m
be a positive integer. Then an element x∈ F× belongs to(F×)m if and only if x is in(F×v )m for all
places v of F, except when all three of the following conditions, to be referred to as the special
case, hold for the pair(F,m):

• Let sF denote the largest integer r such thatηr = ζ2r + ζ−1
2r is an element of F (hereζ2r

denotes a primitive2r-th root of unity). Then−1, 2+ ηsF , and−(2 + ηsF ) are non-squares
in F.
• ord2(m) > sF.
• The set of2-adic places of F at which−1, 2+ ηsF , and−(2+ ηsF ) are non-squares in F is

empty.

In the special case, the element(2+ ηsF )m/2 is the unique (up to(F×)m-multiple) counter-example
to the local-global principle for mth-powers in F×.

Here is the lemma:

Lemma 3.10.Recall that S∪ T is a fixed finite set of places of the number field F, and that m isa
fixed integer. Let V be a finite set of finite places of F such that

• all elements of V are unramified in F(µm);
• the places of F(µm) lying above V generate the class group of F(µm); and
• every element ofGal(F(µm)/F) is equal to a (geometric, say) frobenius element at v for

some v∈ V.

Then for all placesλ of E we can deduce:

(1) If (F,m) is not in the Grünwald-Wang special case,X
2
S∪T∪V∪Sλ

(F,C∨[m]) is trivial.
(2) If (F,m) is in the Grünwald-Wang special case, then the image of the canonical map

X
2
S∪T∪V∪Sλ(F,C

∨[m]) →X
2
S∪T∪V∪Sλ(F,C

∨[2m])

is trivial.
12



Proof. First note that such setsV exist, by finiteness of the class number and theČebotarev density
theorem. Since (all places ofF above) the primes dividingmare contained inS∪T, an application
of Poitou-Tate duality immediately reduces us to showing (as a Galois module,C∨[m] is dim(C∨)
copies ofZ/m)

(1) if (F,m) is not in the Grünwald-Wang special case, thenX
1
S∪T∪V∪Sλ

(F, µm) = 0.
(2) if (F,m) is in the special case, then the map

X
1
S∪T∪V∪Sλ(F, µ2m)→X

1
S∪T∪V∪Sλ(F, µm)

induced byµ2m
2
−→ µm is zero.

We first restrict toΓF(µm),S∪T∪V∪Sλ (note that this is actually restriction to a subgroup, sinceF(µm)/F
is ramified only at primes inS ∪ T), obtaining an element ofX1

S∪T∪V∪Sλ
(F(µm), µm). After this

restriction, as we will see, the Grünwald-Wang theorem does not intervene.
To lighten the notation in the rest of the proof, we setL = F(µm) andQλ = S ∪ T ∪ V ∪ Sλ.

We also refer the reader to the notation established in§1.1. Recall thatF(Qλ) denotes the maximal
extension ofF insideF that is unramified outsideQλ; it containsL. LetOF(Qλ) denote the ring of
Qλ-integers inF(Qλ) (i.e., the elements ofF(Qλ) that are integral outside of places aboveQλ). We
then have an exact (Kummer theory) sequence

1→ µm→ O
×
F(Qλ)

m
−→ O×F(Qλ) → 1,

and the corresponding long exact sequence inΓL,Qλ
-cohomology yields an isomorphism

OL[
1

Qλ

]×/

(
OL[

1
Qλ

]×
)m

∼
−→ H1(ΓL,Qλ

, µm);

critically, surjectivity here follows from the vanishing of H1(ΓL,Qλ
,O×F(Qλ)), which itself is a conse-

quence of the natural isomorphismClQλ
(L) � H1(ΓL,Qλ

,O×F(Qλ)) (see [NSW00, Proposition 8.3.11(ii)])
and our assumption thatV (henceQλ) generates the class group ofL. Restricting the Kummer
theory isomorphism to classes that are locally trivial at each place ofQλ, we also obtain the iso-
morphism (

OL[
1

Qλ

]× ∩ (L×Qλ
)m

)
/

(
OL[

1
Qλ

]×
)m

∼
−→X

1
Qλ

(L, µm).

We claim these groups are trivial. Indeed, letα be an element ofOL[ 1
Qλ

]× ∩ (L×Qλ
)m, and consider

the (abelian) extensionL(α1/m)/L. Global class field theory yields the reciprocity isomorphism

A×L/
(
L×NL(α1/m)/L(A×L(α1/m))

) ∼
−→ Gal(L(α1/m)/L),

but by assumption the source of this map admits a surjection

A×L/

L
×L×∞L×Qλ

∏

w<Qλ

O×Lw

։ A
×
L/

(
L×NL(α1/m)/L(A×L(α1/m))

)
.

(At unramified places, the image of the norm map contains the local units; and at places inQλ,
L(α1/m)/L is split.) By assumption (ClQλ

(L) = 0), the source of this surjection is trivial, so
L(α1/m) = L, and we deduce thatX1

Qλ
(L, µm) = 0.

It follows that inflation identifiesX1
Qλ

(F, µm) with the classes inH1(Gal(L/F), µm) that are trivial
upon restriction toQλ. Since every element of Gal(L/F) is a frobenius element at some prime in

13



V ⊂ Qλ, X1
Qλ

(F, µm) is actually equal to the set ofeverywherelocally trivial classes

X
1
|F|(F, µm) := ker

H
1(ΓF , µm)→

∏

v∈|F|

H1(ΓFv, µm)

 ,

where|F | denotes the set of all places ofF. This is precisely the subject of the Grünwald-Wang
theorem, and it is zero if (F,m) is not in the special case. Thus, we need only consider the pos-
sibility that (F,m) is in the special case, whereX1

|F|(F, µm) has order two, and a representative of
the non-trivial class is the (image under the Kummer map of the) element (2+ ηsF )m/2 of (F×)m/2.
This description holds regardless ofm, so in particular the non-trivial class ofX1

|F|(F, µ2m) is rep-

resented by (2+ ηsF )m. Its image underµ2m
2
−→ µm, which via Kummer theory is induced by the

identity mapF× → F×, is again (2+ ηsF )m, which is now visibly anmth power, completing the
proof.6 �

We summarize our conclusion, noting that the value ofm in the following corollary may be 2m
in the earlier notation:

Corollary 3.11. There is an integer m and a finite set of places Q⊃ S ∪ T, both independent
of λ and of the choice ofρλ (having good reduction outside S and prescribed Hodge-Tateco-
characters), such that the image ofO(ρλ, ψλ) in H2(ΓF,Q∪Sλ ,C

∨[m]) is zero.

Before proceeding, it is worth noting that the argument justgiven yields a novel proof of the
global version of Tate’s vanishing theorem (taking as inputthe much easier local theorem); it
is also a stronger proof, yielding an explicit upper-bound on how much ramification has to be
allowed, and how much the coefficients need to be enlarged, in order to kill a cohomology class in
H2(ΓF,V,Z/N) for some finite set of placesV and integerN:

Corollary 3.12. Let V be a finite set of places of F, and let N be an integer. Then the image of
H2(ΓF,V,Z/N) in H2(ΓF,V∪W,Z/2NM) is trivial where:

• M is large enough that for all v∈ V, the image of H2(ΓFv,Z/N)→ H2(ΓFv,Z/NM) is zero;7

and
• once M is fixed as above, W is large enough that

– V ∪W contains (all places above)2NM,
– ClV∪W(F(µNM)) = 0, and
– each element ofGal(F(µNM)/F) is equal to a frobenius element at w for some w∈W.

(The factors of two are only necessary in the Grünwald-Wangspecial case) In particular, H2(ΓF ,Q/Z) =
0.

Remark3.13. A different proof of Tate’s theorem (without arithmetic duality theorems, but instead
relying on a finer study of Hecke characters ofF) is given in [Ser77,§6.5]. There Serre remarks that
Tate originally proved the vanishing theorem using global duality, but further assuming Leopoldt’s
conjecture; we have of course circumvented Leopoldt here.

6In concrete terms, this says that if an element ofF× is everywhere locally a (2m)th-power, then it is globally an
mth-power.

7This is easy to make explicit, using local duality, in terms of µ∞(Fv).
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Now we return to the conclusion of Corollary 3.11. Letbλ : ΓF,Q∪Sλ → C∨[m] be a cochain
trivializing O(ρλ, ψλ). Then

ρ̃λ = ρ
′
λ · ψ

′
λ · bλ : ΓF,Q∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ)

is a homomorphism liftingρλ. We claim that ˜ρλ is moreover de Rham at all places inSλ. To see
this, note that under the isogenỹH → H × Z̃∨, ρ̃λ pushes forward to (ρλ, ψλν(bλ)), the second
coordinate being a finite-order twist ofψλ (and in particular, de Rham). But now we can invoke
the local results of Wintenberger ([Win95,§1]) and Conrad ([Con11, Theorem 6.2]), asserting that
a lift of a de Rham representation through an isogeny is de Rham if and only if the Hodge-Tate
co-character lifts through the isogeny (which is obviouslythe case here, asψ was constructed to
ensure this).

Finally, we can refine this to the statement thatρλ admits a geometric lift that is moreover
crystalline at all places ofSλ, providedSλ does not intersect a certain finite set of primes that is
independent ofλ andρλ (but somewhat larger than the setQ we have thus far constructed):

Theorem 3.14(Theorem 3.3). Let F be a totally imaginary number field, and let S be a finite
set of places of F containing the archimedean places. Fix a set of co-characters{µτ}τ : F֒→E as in
part (2) of Definition 3.1. Then there exists a finite set of places P⊃ S such that any geometric
representationρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ) having good reduction outside S , and whose Hodge-Tate co-
characters arise from the set{µτ}τ : F֒→E via an embeddingιλ : E ֒→ Eλ, admits a geometric lift
ρ̃λ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) having good reduction outside P.

In particular, if {ρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ)}λ is a ramification-compatible system, then there exist a
finite set of places P⊃ S and liftsρ̃λ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) such that{ρ̃λ}λ is a ramification-compatible
system.

Proof. We resume the above discussion. So far we have a constructed geometric lifts

ρ̃λ : ΓF,Q∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ),

whereQ containsS ∪ T and whatever other additional primes are needed for the conclusion of
Corollary 3.11. The only remaining task is to show that for some (independent ofρλ) setP, we
can modify the initial lift (by a finite-order twist) to guarantee that it has good reduction outsideP.
Under the isogenỹH → H × Z̃∨/ν(C∨[m]), ρ̃λ pushes forward to

τλ :=
(
ρλ, ψλ mod ν(C∨[m])

)
,

which is crystalline for allv in Sλ but not inS ∪ T. For all v ∈ Sλ \ (Sλ ∩ (S ∪ T)), ρ̃λ|ΓFv
is

of course a de Rham lift ofτλ, so [Con11, Theorem 6.2, Corollary 6.7] (building on [Win95])
shows thatτλ|ΓFv

admitssomecrystalline lift τ̃λ,v : ΓFv → H̃(Eλ), and therefore there are finite-
order charactersχλ,v : ΓFv → C∨[m] such that each ˜ρλ|ΓFv

· χλ,v is crystalline. We wish to glue the
inertial restrictionsχλ,v|IFv

together into a global character, with an independent-of-λ control on the
ramification. The cokernel of the restriction map

(3) Hom(ΓF,Q∪Sλ ,C
∨[m]) →

⊕

v∈Sλ

Hom(IFv,C
∨[m])ΓFv/IFv

may be non-trivial;8 but we will show that any element of the cokernel is annihilated by appropriate
enlargements ofQ andm.

8Of course we need only consider the cokernel of the map to the direct sum overv ∈ Sλ \ (Sλ ∩ (S∪T)); to lighten
the notation we will work with allv ∈ Sλ, taking some arbitrary (eg, trivial) choice ofχλ,v at any places in (S∪T)∩Sλ.
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By a theorem of Chevalley (the congruence subgroup propertyfor GL1), there is an idealn of
OF such that {

x ∈ O×F : x ≡ 1 (modn)
}
⊆ (O×F)m.

Let Rbe the set of primes supportingn (note thatn andR are independent ofρλ!), and set

UR =

(xv)v∈R ∈
∏

v∈R

O×Fv
: xv ≡ 1 (modn) for all v ∈ R

 .

Then wheneverSλ ∩ R = ∅ (so, excluding a finite number of badλ), consider the character (here
and in what follows, we suppress the class field theory identifications)

(χλ,v)v∈Sλ × 1× 1× 1:
∏

v∈Sλ

O×Fv
×

∏

v∈R

UR ×
∏

v<R∪Sλ

O×Fv
× F×∞ → C∨[m],

which extends by 1 to a character

∏

v∈Sλ

O×Fv
×

∏

v∈R

UR ×
∏

v<R∪Sλ

O×Fv
× F×∞

 · F
× → C∨[m]

(an element of the intersection is a global unit congruent to1 modulon, hence is contained in
(O×F)m, whereχλ,v is obviously trivial). We can then extend from this finite-index subgroup ofA×F
to a characterχλ : A×F/F

× → µ∞(C∨). In fact, we see thatχλ can be chosen to be valued inC∨[M]
for M sufficiently large but independent ofλ: M can be quantified in terms of the generalized class
group of levelUR, but the details do not concern us.

Replacing ˜ρλ by its finite-order twist

ρ̃λ · χλ : ΓF,Q∪R∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ),

we have achieved geometric lifts ofρλ with compatible Hodge-Tate co-characters, and which are
crystalline at all places inSλ outside ofR∪ S ∪ T. �

Remark3.15. Contrast the final step [Win95,§2.3.5] of Wintenberger’s main theorem, where to
ensure crystallinity of the lifts he makes a further finite base-change onF (having already made
several such in order to show lifts exist, as is necessary in his isogeny set-up), adding appropriate
roots of unity and then passing to a Hilbert class field to killa cokernel analogous to that of
Equation (3). As elsewhere, our argument is orthogonal to Wintenberger’s, in allowing additional
ramification and larger coefficients, rather than passing to a finite extension ofF.

We now deduce some corollaries on finding lifts of ramification-compatible systems whose
“similitude characters” (determinant, Clifford norm, etc.) form strongly-compatible systems, in
the sense that at all finite places their associated Weil group representations are isomorphic (see,
eg, [BLGGT14,§5.1], where these are calledstrictly compatible). As with Theorem 3.14 and the
preceding results, we show a somewhat stronger finiteness result, which applies to all representa-
tions with good reduction outside a fixed finite setS. These corollaries will follow from the above
results and the Hermite-Minkowski finiteness theorem.

Corollary 3.16. Let F, S , and{µτ} be as in the statement of Theorem 3.14, except now F may be
any number field. Then there exist a finite set of places P⊃ S and a finite extension F′/F such
that any geometricρλ with good reduction outside S , and with Hodge-Tate co-characters arising
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from {µτ} via an embeddingιλ : E ֒→ Eλ, admits a geometric lift̃ρλ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) such that
the restrictions

ν(ρ̃λ) : ΓF′ ,P∪Sλ → Z̃∨(Eλ)

are equal to theιλ-adic realizations of the single (independent ofλ andρλ) algebraic Hecke char-
acterψ of Z̃(AF).

In particular, let {ρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ)}λ be a ramification-compatible system. Then there exist
a ramification-compatible system of lifts{ρ̃λ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ)}λ, and a finite, independent-of-λ,
extension F′/F such that the restrictions

ν(ρ̃λ) : ΓF′ ,P∪Sλ → Z̃∨(Eλ)

form a strongly-compatible system.

Proof. We may assumeF is totally imaginary. Consider the lifts ˜ρλ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) produced
by Theorem 3.14. We writeν(ρ̃λ) = ψλ · ηλ, whereηλ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → Z̃∨[M] is a finite-order charac-
ter: the independent-of-λ bound on the order was established within the proof of Theorem 3.14.
Moreover, for allv ∈ Sλ \ (Sλ ∩ P), ρ̃λ andψλ are crystalline atv, so as long asSλ ∩ P is empty,
ηλ factors throughΓF,P → Z̃∨[M] (we again use that a finite-order crystalline character is unram-
ified). By the Hermite-Minkowski theorem, there are a finite number of such charactersηλ. For
the finite number of badλ (at whichSλ ∩ P , ∅), the same finiteness assertion holds. Thus, after
a finite base-changeF′/F, trivializing this finite collection of possible characters ηλ, we see that
ν(ρ̃λ)|ΓF′,P∪Sλ

= ψλ|ΓF′,P∪Sλ
for all λ. The second part of the corollary follows since theλ-adic real-

izations of an abelian L-algebraic representation form a strongly compatible system (as is evident
from the construction ofψλ, as in, eg [Ser98]). �

We would like to upgrade this to a compatibility statement not just for the push-forwardsν(ρ̃λ),
but for the full abelianizations ˜ρab: ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃ab(Eλ). Of course, such a result requires first
(takingH̃ = H) having the corresponding assertion for the abelianizationsρab

λ
: ΓF,S∪Sλ → Hab(Eλ).

Here, however, it is of course false without imposing further conditions on the system{ρλ}λ (see
Remark 3.19). There are various conditions we might impose on the ρλ to ensure (potential)
compatibility of theρab

λ
. Perhaps most interesting is to restrict the coefficients ofρab

λ
. To that end,

we first prove a finiteness result for Galois characters:

Lemma 3.17.Let F be a number field, and let S be a finite set of places of F. Fixa finite extension
E′/E (insideE), a set{mτ}τ : F֒→E of integers satisfying the Hodge-symmetry condition of Definition
3.1, and an embeddingι∞ : E ֒→ C. Then there exist a finite extension F′/F, and an algebraic
Hecke characterα ofAF′ , such that any geometric characterωλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → E

×

λ

• having good reduction outside S ;
• having labeled Hodge-Tate weights corresponding to{mτ} via some embeddingιλ : E ֒→

Eλ; and
• for whichωλ( f rv) belongs to(E′)× for a density-one set of places v of F;

will upon restrictionωλ|ΓF′
become isomorphic to theιλ-adic realization ofα.

Proof. We may assumeF is totally imaginary. Invoking the Hodge symmetry hypothesis, we apply
Lemma 3.4 to produce an algebraic Hecke characterα of F whose archimedean components are
given in terms of themτ, exactly as in Lemma 3.4 (withν ◦ µ̃τ = mτ). Let T denote the finite set
of ramified places ofα, and letQ(α) denote the field of coefficients ofα (by definition the fixed
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field of all automorphisms ofC that preserve the non-archimedean component ofα; we will regard
Q(α) as a subfield ofE via our fixedι∞). Thus theιλ-adic realizationsαλ : ΓF,T∪Sλ → E

×

λ have
labeled Hodge-Tate weights matching those ofωλ. SinceQ(α) contains the valuesαλ( f rv) for all
v < T ∪ Sλ, andωλα

−1
λ

: ΓF,S∪T∪Sλ → E
×

λ is finite-order (all of its Hodge-Tate weights are zero),
we see that (ωλα

−1
λ

)( f rv) belongs to the finite (independent ofλ) setµ∞(E′Q(α)) for a density-one
set of v. By Čebotarev, the characterωλα

−1
λ takes all of its values inµ∞(E′Q(α)). As long as

Sλ∩ (S∪T) is empty,ωλα
−1
λ is moreover unramified atSλ (because it is crystalline of finite-order),

so as in Corollary 3.16, there are (again by Hermite-Minkowski) a finite number of such characters
ωλα

−1
λ

. We deduce the existence of a single number fieldF′ over whichωλ|ΓF′
= αλ|ΓF′

, for anyλ
and anyωλ as in the statement of the lemma. �

We then deduce a potential compatibility statement for the full abelianizations ˜ρab
λ

:

Corollary 3.18. For simplicity, assume that Hab is of multiplicative type. Let F, S , and{µτ} be
as in the statement of Theorem 3.14, except with F now allowedto be any number field. Also
fix a finite extension E′ of E. Then there exist a finite set of places P⊃ S , a finite extension
F′/F, and an algebraic Hecke characterβ of the split groupD̃ over F′ whose dual group over
E is isomorphic to (and we fix such an isomorphism)(Hab)0 ⊗E E, satisfying the following: if a
geometricρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ)

• has good reduction outside S ;
• has Hodge-Tate co-characters arising from{µτ} via ιλ : E ֒→ Eλ;
• and admits, for some faithful representation r of Hab, a density-one set of places v of F

such that the characteristic polynomialch(r ◦ ρ̃ab
λ

)( f rv) has coefficients in E′;

then there is a geometric lift̃ρλ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) having good reduction outside P, such that the
restrictionρ̃ab

λ
: ΓF′ ,P∪Sλ → H̃ab(Eλ) is equal to theιλ-adic realizationβλ of β.

In particular, let {ρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ)}λ be a ramification-compatible system, and assume
that for some faithful representation r of Hab, some number field E′, and for almost allλ, there
is a density-one set of places v of F such that the characteristic polynomialch(r ◦ ρ̃ab

λ
)( f rv) has

coefficients in E′. Then there is a ramification-compatible systemρ̃λ : ΓF,P∪Sλ → H̃(Eλ) lifting ρλ,
and a finite extension F′/F such that

ρ̃ab
λ |ΓF′

: ΓF′ ,P∪Sλ → H̃ab(Eλ)

forms a strongly-compatible system.

Proof. The proof follows familiar lines. SinceC∨ is central, the abelianizatioñHab is simply
H̃/Hder

1 , so there is a natural map

f : H̃ab→ H̃/H1 × H/ im(Hder
1 ) = Z̃∨ × Hab,

under which ˜ρab
λ

pushes forward to (ν(ρ̃λ), ρab
λ

). (We have chosen{ρ̃λ}λ as in Theorem 3.14 and
Corollary 3.16, of course.) First we claim that a conclusionanalogous to that of the corollary
holds for the pair (ν(ρ̃λ), ρab

λ
), and certainly it suffices to check this independently for the two

components. The assertion forν(ρ̃λ) is Corollary 3.16, and forρab
λ

it follows easily from Lemma
3.17 (first reduce, by a finite-base-change, to the case whereHab is connected, using the fact that
π0(Hab) is of course finite and independent ofλ). Thus, lettingD denote a split torus whose dual
group is identified with (Hab)0, there exists a finite extensionF1/F such thatf (ρ̃ab

λ
)|ΓF1,P∪Sλ

is the

ιλ-adic realization of a Hecke character (not depending onλ or ρλ) of Z̃ × D.
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Now let β be a Hecke character of̃D whoseιλ-adic realizationβλ : ΓF,T∪Sλ → (H̃ab)0(Eλ) has
labeled Hodge-Tate co-characters matching those of ˜ρab

λ
. Since

f (ρ̃ab
λ · β

−1
λ )|ΓF1,P∪T∪Sλ

is automorphic (independently ofλ, ρλ) of finite-order, it is trivial after a finite base-changeF2/F1.
Now observe that the kernel off is finite, so (ρ̃ab

λ
· β−1

λ
)|ΓF2,P∪T∪Sλ

has finite-order, bounded only in
terms of # ker(f ), and is crystalline away fromP∪ T; as before, we find a further finite extension
F3/F2 such that ( ˜ρab

λ
· β−1

λ )|ΓF3
= 1. The conclusion of the Corollary then holds withF′ = F3. �

Remark3.19. • It does not suffice to ask for a fixed number fieldE such that allρab
λ

are valued
in Hab(Eλ). For instance, takingF = Q andS = {p}, and for alln choosing a primeℓn ≡ 1
(modϕ(pn)), we can defineρℓn : ΓQ,{p} → Q×ℓn

as the composition of the modpn cyclotomic
character with an inclusion (Z/pnZ)× ֒→ µℓn−1 ֒→ Q

×
ℓn

, and for allℓ < {ℓn}n we can takeρℓ
to be the trivial character. Then{ρℓ : ΓQ,{p} → Q×ℓ }ℓ is an abelian, ramification-compatible
system that does not become a strongly-compatible system after any finite base-change.
• Having only hypothesized ramification-compatibility for the{ρλ}λ, we cannot hope for the

stronger conclusion that the{ρ̃ab
λ
}λ form a strongly-compatible system overF itself.

3.2. General multiplicative-type quotients. In fact, the argument of Theorem 3.14 directly im-
plies the main theorem of [Win95], as well as a generalization to lifting through quotients where
the kernel is central of multiplicative type. We thus obtainan essentially different proof (and
generalization) of Wintenberger’s result. In this section, we briefly describe how this works.

Corollary 3.20 (Wintenberger). Let H1 → H be a central isogeny of linear algebraic groups over
E, and let S be a finite set of places of F. Then there exist a finite extension F′/F and a finite set
of places P⊃ S of F such that any

ρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ)

having:

• good reduction outside S , and
• labeled Hodge-Tate co-characters that lift to H1,

lifts to a geometric representationρ′
λ
: ΓF′ ,P∪Sλ → H1(Eλ), which moreover has good reduction

outside P.

Proof. We begin by replacingF by a finite extensionF0 such that image ofρλ|ΓF0
is contained in the

image ofH1(Eλ) → H(Eλ). That such an extension, depending only onH1 → H, S, andF, exists
follows as in [Win95, 2.3.2], and we do not repeat the argument. We note, though, that making
this construction in an independent-of-λ fashion already uses liftability of the Hodge-Tate co-
characters. (If we were not concerned with preservingEλ-rationality of the lift, then we could skip
this step.) It is then possible to build an obstruction classO(ρλ) ∈ H2(ΓF0,S∪Sλ , ker(H1 → H)(Eλ))
via a topological liftρ′λ to H1(Eλ).

Embed ker(H1 → H) ⊗E E into a torusC∨, and form the new group̃H = (H1 ×C∨)/ ker(H1 →

H), with the kernel embedded anti-diagonally. The surjection H̃ → H now has kernel equal to
a central torusC∨, and as before we let̃Z∨ be the (torus) quotient̃H/H1. By hypothesis, we
can lift the Hodge-Tate co-characters ofρλ to H1; when pushed-forward tõZ∨, these lifts are
of course trivial. Thus, in the notation of Lemma 3.4, we may take the trivial Hecke character
ψ = 1 of Z̃(AF0). For topological liftsψ′

λ
to C∨(Eλ) (as in Lemma 3.6) of the (trivial)λ-adic
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realizationsψλ, we may of course also takeψ′
λ
= 1. Theorem 3.14 then produces a finite set of

primesP ⊃ S and an integerM, both only depending onH1 → H, S, andF, and a geometric lift
ρ̃λ : ΓF0,P∪Sλ → H1(Eλ) · C∨[M] such that ˜ρλ has good reduction outsideP. (The assertion that ˜ρλ

is valued in the subsetH1(Eλ) ·C∨[M] of H̃(Eλ) follows from the explicit description of ˜ρλ, since
ρ′
λ

lands inH1(Eλ), andψ′
λ

is trivial.) For allλ for which Sλ ∩ P = ∅, ν(ρ̃λ) : ΓF0,P∪Sλ → Z̃∨[M] is
also unramified atSλ, and all such characters are trivialized by a common finite extensionF1/F0.
For the finite number ofλ such thatSλ ∩ P is non-empty, we can again trivialize the possibleν(ρ̃λ)
by restricting to a common finite extensionF2/F0. TakingF′ = F1F2, all ρ̃λ|ΓF′,P∪Sλ

land inH1(Eλ),
proving the corollary. �

Remark3.21. For Wintenberger’s result, takeE = Q. He also shows ([Win95, 2.3.6]) that there is
a second finite extensionF′′/F′ (only depending onH1 → H, F, andS) such that any two liftsρ′λ
as in the corollary become equal after restriction toΓF′′ . This refinement similarly follows in our
set-up, but there is no need to repeat Wintenberger’s argument.

Here is the more general version with multiplicative-type kernels. Note that, as with Theorem
3.14, but unlike Corollary 3.20, it makes use of a “Hodge symmetry” hypothesis.

Corollary 3.22. Let H′ → H be a surjection of linear algebraic groups over E whose kernel is
central and of multiplicative type. Let F be a number field, and let S be a finite set of places
of F containing the archimedean places. Fix a set of co-characters {µτ}τ : F֒→E as in part (2) of
Definition 3.1, and moreover assume that eachµτ lifts to a co-character of H′.

Then there exist a finite set of places P⊃ S , and a finite extension F′/F, such that any geometric
representationρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ) having good reduction outside S , and whose Hodge-Tate co-
characters arise from the set{µτ}τ : F֒→E via some embeddingE ֒→ Eλ, admits a geometric lift
ρ̃λ : ΓF′ ,P∪Sλ → H′(Eλ) having good reduction outside P.

In particular, if {ρλ : ΓF,S∪Sλ → H(Eλ)}λ is a ramification-compatible system with Hodge co-
character{µτ}τ : F֒→E, then there exist a finite set of places P⊃ S , a finite extensions F′/F, and lifts
ρ̃λ : ΓF′ ,P∪Sλ → H′(Eλ) such that{ρ̃λ}λ is a ramification-compatible system.

Proof. As in the proofs of Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.20, we construct an isogeny complement
H1 ⊂ H to ker(H′ → H), as well as an enlargement̃H ⊃ H′ surjecting ontoH with a central torus
kernel. We then run the argument of Theorem 3.14, starting from lifts {µ′τ} to H′ of the Hodge
co-characters: the Hecke characterψ (in the notation of that proof) then constructed hasλ-adic
realizations that push-forward to finite-order charactersψλ : ΓF,T∪Sλ → H̃/H′(Eλ), and from here it
is easy to proceed: we omit the details, since the argument will by now be familiar. �
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